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Abstract
ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The functional integral formulation of quantum field theory

is applied to the study of the vacuum state in spacetimes with

S x R topology. Such a global spacetime structure can be physically

realized both in flat and in curved spacetime. In the first case one

deals with finite temperature quantum field theories {if S is time-

like) or with field theories in a spacetime with a compact space

dimension (if S is spacelikc). When curvature is present a S time-

like dimension is induced by the Wick rotation whenever the metric

is endowed with an event horizon,and this lead to the thermal nature

of the vacuum in these cases. We shall take into account here only

conformally plat spacetimes. Finally we discuss in some details

the topological restoration of a spontaneously broken symmetry and

the strictly related problem of the mass dynamical generation.

Modern theoretical physics has made us familiar with concepts

and phenomena which in the light of the common sense would appear

unacceptable. One of the most unusual idea introduced by relativistic

quantum field theory is that of the"vacuum" as a medium endowed

vith definite physical properties.

In the early days of Quantum Electrodynamics P.A.M. Dirac

filled the vacuum with an infinite "sea" of negative energy

unobservable particles in order to make the electron stable against

collapse toward a negative energy level. In this vacuum the electro_

magnetic field strength suffers random fluctuations quite similar

to the zero point oscillations of a harmonic oscillator. When the

electromagnetic field is coupled to the electron these fluctuations

cause pair creation and annihilation events. Really the Dirac sea

is more resembling a stormy ocean than the surface of a quiet bay.

The pure presence of the electron vacuum is enough to produce

higher order corrections to the classical Lagrangian of the free

electromagnetic field. It is well known that effects as light-

light scattering and the vacuum polarization can be understood in

terms of the nonlinear properties of the electron vacuum. Its effect

on the classical electromagnetic field is exhibited by an effective

Lagrangian which takes into account the energy shift in the Dirac

sea due to the external electromagnetic field. The same result was

also obtained by J. Schwinger through the evaluation of the vacuum

currents induced by the external field . Both approaches include

reiioroialization techniques and lead to finite non linear vacuum

polarization effects which become important in strong electro-

magnetic fields. Actually the Schwinger's approach is quite general.

The starting point is that in the presence of an external

source a quantized field initially in the vacuum state need not to
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remain in that state. Moreover all the physical properties of. the

field can be deduced from the knowledge of the vacuum persistence

amplitude in the presence of an external source. The functional

derivatives of the vacuum amplitude with respect to the external

source give the Green functions of the theory. Hence all. the field

dynamics is based on the properties of the corresponding ground

state. A particularly impi-essive example is shown by the nowdays

fashionable non abelian gauge theories where problems like the

quark confinement or the CP viola-tT.oa, just to mention a pair of

them, are deeply connected with the non perturbative character of the

vacuum in QCD. Here the correct ground state of the theory is

represented by a linear superposition of homotopically inequivalent

vacua interpolated by classical field configurations of the instanton

kind.

As well as an external electromagnetic field induces vacuum

currents also a background curved metric can influence particle

vacua. For instance in the Sakharov approach to gravity the

gravitational constant is interpreted as an elasticity constant

describing the resistance of particle vacua against spacetime
2)

deformations • . The reaction of a macroscopic body against mechanical

deformations is determined by the chemical bonds among its microscopic

constituents to take into account all the elementary processes among

atoms and molecules so one parametrizes all that in terms of the

elastic constants of the body . Then gravity can be imagined as the

elastic reaction of the vacuum against deformations produced by the

masses. Prom this point of view the gravitational constant is nothing

but the macroscopic "elastic constant" which phenomenologically

describes on a large scale the average effect of the fundamental

interactions among the virtual particles permeating the physical

vacuum. More recently this idea has been developed trying to obtain

the Einstein action as a one-loop quantum effect due to the vacuum

fluctuations of the matter fields . In this approach, usually

called the "induced quantum-gravity" the Newton constant is

generated from the dynamical symmetry breaking of the confonoal

invariance of the matter action. In General Relativity any kind

of energy distribution is coupled to the gravitational field by

the Einstein equations through its energy momentum tensor. Hence

the problem arises whether the zero point energy of a quantized

field can act as a source for the gravitational field. In Minkowsky

space-time zero point energy is usually discarded by means of the

normal ordering prepscription, only energy differences are sensible

therefore the energy scale can be made to start from a zero at will.

This does not hold in General Relativity where it ia the actual

value of the energy momentum tensor which determines the space-

time geometry. Not only curvature but also the topology of the

manifold can give rise to a non vanishing vacuum energy and this

occurs even in flat space-time.

For instance let us limit our considerations only to the

electromagnetic effects between two parallel neutral conducting

plates at a distance L in vacuum.Such an apparatus can be realized

with a condenser after having switched off the external electro-

magnetic field. Classically no effect exists at all between the

plates, but quantum mechanically one must take into account the

random vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field arising from

the uncertainty principle. These must undergo vanishing boundary

conditions on the neutral conducting plates. This picture can be

seen from a topological point of view in the sense that the zero-

point oscillations of the electromagnetic field propagate in a

manifold behaving no longer like the whole Minkowsky spacetime

but only like only in a slab shaped region. Such vacuum fluctuations

produce an attractive force between the wall of the condenser.

Anyway the sign of this force depends on the shape and thus on

the topology of the system. For example for a spherical condenser

this force is repulsive. This phenomenon was studied in 1948 by
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4)
H.G. Casimir . Its first experimental verification has been

carried out by Sparnay in 1958 using chromium steel neutral

plates of A ton.1 area. At a separation of about 0.5/*. the f o r c e

of attraction in vacuum was 0.2 dyne/cm . Further work by van

Silfhaut has strengthened the theory and the measurements by

Tabor and Wintertone have tested it up to distances of SO + 5 A

Therefore the Casimir effects provides us with an observational

evidence for the influence from global spacetime structure on

quantum effects.

From invariance arguments we can easily recover the whole

Casimir energy momentum tensor. In the Y Z plane, Lorentz invariance

holds, therefore the first three rows and columns of the vacuum

energy momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field must be

proportional to the 1 + 2 dimensional Minkowsky metric tensor, i.e.

diag. (l, - 1, - 1). Moreover conformal invariance of free electro-

dynamics requires T Q . = 0 and this condition fixes ~fX» °^ 3

By taking into account (1.4) we find

(1.1)

From this explicit form once can imagine the vacuum in this case

like an "exhotic gas" with negative energy density, positive pressure

along V and Z , and tension (= negative pressure) along X .

Actually we can say that in spite of the formal divergence of the

vacuum energy a change in the global structure of the system shifts

the energy of the ground state by a finite amount. If ve assume the

energy of the system to be zero for infinitely separated plates

then we have for any finite separation L. an energy — TT /zf20 L

per unit area on the conductors. In the flat spacetime Poincare

invariance rules out every non zero vacuum expectation value for

the matter energy momentum tensor except of the form cost,^]

otherwise the generators of the Poincare group do not satisfy the

correct commutation relations. Furthermore the Minkowsky spacetime

would, not be a solution of the Einstein equations if the total T ^

were different from zero. For such reasons it is quite reasonable to

assume that a free quantized field has zero vacuum energy in

Minkowsky spacetime with K topology. The Casimir effect suggests

the search for other physical situations where the presence of a

gravitational field or a nontrivial topology shifts the vacuum

energy by a finite quantity from its flat spacetime value. Examples

of this kind of phenomena will be studied in the next sections.

In section 2 the general formal topological features of a

spacetime £ x K are presented.

In section 3 we introduce the functional methods for the study of

quantum field theory in S » R , A brief discussion of the thermal Green

functions, generating function, and the effective potential is given.

In section 4 we investigate the physical consequences of a space-axis

compactification. It is shown that a spontaneously broken symmetry

is restored below a critical length of compactification. This is a

consequence of the dependence of the renormalized field mass from

the length of S .

In section 5 we calculate the one-loop effective potential

for conformal invariant scalar field theories in two-dimensional

Schwarzschild and Rindler space-times and in the four-dimensional

De Sitter space.

In section 6 a short account for twisted and untwisted fields

is given and a simple model for interacting untwisted scalars and

twisted spinors is studied.

An Appendix is devoted to some technical details for the

renormalization of the one-loop effective potential by means of the

"5— function.
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2. Si
TOPOLOGY

The simplest example of spacetime with topology S,1 x Ra

is the following one. Let us consider the Minkowsky spacetime in

cartesian coordinates, it exhibits a K topology, i.e. it has

the same structure as a four dimensional hyperplane. Its topology

can be turned into 5 X K by identifying two points, at finite

distance along one axis. Roughly speaking one closes one dimension

upon itself leaving Unmodified the other ones. This global structure

has deep consequences on a quantum level. It is enough to say that

the fields wave functions must result periodic or anti-periodic

along the closed axis and the period will be the length of the axis

itself.

Other interesting effects like dynamical mass generation and

symmetry restoration will be discussed in detail in the next sections.

At first sight the modification of the Minkowsky spacetime topology

from \\ to S x R seems to be quite artful, indeed we shall see that

this operation has a deep physical meaning (especially when it is

the time axis to be compactified).We anticipate that this naturally

leads to a finite temperature description for the quantum fields.

There are other metrics which spontaneously exhibit a

topology in some suitable coordinate system. For instance let us

consider the De Sitter metric in its conformally flat form

(2.1)

Jt,V| 2 are cartesian coordinates and the conformal time ™ is related

to the standard time t» by

(2.2)

R- + is the radius of the cosmological event horizon. For the purposes

of quantum field theory in curved apacetime it is better to deal with

metrics with euclidean signature . This can be achieved by

performing the Wick rotation fc-*-'"C, i.e. analytically continuing

the metric in the complex-fc plane. A look at (2,2) shows that the

euclidean conformal time

is topologically a circle 5 of radius

(2.3)

and proper length 2TTJ(+ .

Therefore the metric (2.l) continued to imaginary—time spontaneously

exhibits a S •* "• topology. Physical implications of this property

will be discussed in section 4.

In a similar way one can show that also in two-dimensional

spacetime a S x R topology is exhibited on the euclidean section

whenever an event horizon is present. Let us mention two physically

relevant examples. The first one is the Schwarzschild metric which

in Kruskal coordinates reads

(2.4)

{*) As we shall see in the next section the Wick rotation is
necessary to improve the convergence of the functional integral over
field configuration.

{**) In two dimensions every metric is conforraally flat so it is clear
that by identifying two instants of time or two spatial points we can
*by hand" convert the topology from fl1 to S'* R . Here we are
interested to the cases when this directly occurs simply performing
the Wick rotation.
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The Lt and V coordinates are related through the transformations

{2.5)

(2.6)

to the usual "tortoise" radial coordinate Jt and to the Schvarzschild

time t ,

After the Wick rotation! U -*~ LU^the euclidean Schwarzschild

time- ^E transforms into an "angular" variable in fact

0 < fcE 4

(2.7)

(2.8)

6)6)
Similar consideration holds for the Rindler geometry too:

a= e2fr- c/r% dp2) (2.9)

where _p and T are related to the Minkowsky t, X coordinates by

(2.10)

X - cos, k a r (2.11)

The euclidean section of the metric (2.9)j defined by t-"""l-C£j

exhibits an £ x R topology because T"H becomes again an angle :

ZB - - CL

0 4 r»

(2.12)

(2.13)

The physical meaning of the ?i T coordinate system can be

suggested by the relation

**- t*« e*f (2.14)

where if we take ? « const, then we get the equation of an observer

world—line moving in flat spacetime with constant acceleration

Q. — G • The set of hyperbolas (2.14) has asymptotes for

){*— b*a O i i.e. the pair of straight lines t • i X on which the

observer undergoes an infinite acceleration. These lines act as event

horizons for any uniformly accelerating observer. Performing now a

Wick rotation t—•• — 11, the j* * const, world-line satisfy the

equation'

X* + t* - © 3 (2.15)

that is they are circles around the origin in the *\t« plane with
a

radius Q . The event horizons are now transformed into a single

ppint satisfying the equation

ts = O (2.16)

i.e. the origin X ' O j tm*0. This point is excluded from the physical

domain as it would correspond to an infinite acceleration, so that

all the uniformly accelerated observers live in a non-simply

connected manifold because a closed curve around the origin cannot

be deformed to this point. Such a bidimensional world has topology

S4*R 7).
The same picture can be applied to the Kruskal form (2.4)

of the Schwarzschild geometry. Here the hyperbola V — U = const,

represent the world lines of constant radial distance. The Wick
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rotation \J ~* ~ l (Je transforms these lines into circles around

the origin and the event horizons into the origin itself. The

euolidean continuation is thus equivalent to excluding intrinsically

the region between K* O and JC*r'2t4. We remark that the analogy

between the two cases is not only formal but has a nice physical

meaning according to the equivalence principle since the observers

along the St — const, vorld-lines in the Schwarzschild field

undergo a constant gravitational acceleration. In all the previous

examples the euclidean time compacuifieation straightforwardly follow

from the presence of an event horizon in the background geometry.

When no such a null-surface is present a S topology can be

inserted into the theory at most "by hand", just as we did in the

case of flat spacetime at the beginning of the section.

3. FUNCTIONAL METHOD

The physical content of a quantum field theory Can be

extracted from the Green functions of the fields through the

reduction formulae.

One defines the n-point Green function for a field <p(*) as

(3.1)

where . "T represents the time ordering rule. This function can be

graphically represented as the sum of all the Feynman diagrams with

1ft connected and disconnected external lines. Fonnally &(X±.~.

can be derived from the vacuum-vacuum transition amplitude in the

presence of an external source Jvf )

L

|Oont/ being the vacuum states for t —•> i <*> when the external

source vanishes. Z LJj is called the "generating function" because

its fw-fck derivative with respect to J evaluated at J" 0 is just

OCX*.... Xm~) . In other words, if one assumes the external

perturbation to be small and expands ZtJJ around J=O the

coefficient of this functional Taylor series is

G.i.X.4. ... X m ) - C-l-
5Jft»...

(3.3)
3-0

Now in order to discard the unphysical contribution coming from the

vacuum part of the disconnected graphs, which results is an

immeasurable phase for the S -matrix elements, one must deal with

Jhj?[Jl , i.e. with WfJ]. Thus the derivatives in the expansion

of W C J ] contain '2D3in t n e denominator in such a way as to cancel

-12-
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in every term the, vacuum diagram in the numerator. Hence WLJ]

generates only connected TJ -points Green functions

(3.4)

J-O

The generating functional ^IJJ can also be written as a Feynman

path integral, that is as a form&l sum over all the field

configurations satisfying certain boundary conditions 3 , each

configuration being weighted by its action

" • fd"V

8)

(3.5)

is the measure on the space of field configurations,,

is the classical action for the *P field, eC'V is an invariant

spacetime volume element and JOf̂  *t*00 is a linear interaction term

between the field and the external source 3W), Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4)

are easily deduced as every observable Ot4>3 is given by

<ocj ICL> dw e (3.6)

B

The quantity in the rhs. of (3.5) is mathematically rather ill-defined.

In order to improve its eonvergence properties it is customary to

rotate the time integration contour on the imaginary time axis: t~~^^

so that

t—iz
(3.7)

(3.8)

In terms of the Euclidean Action S^(3.5) reads

(3.9)

this is still the generating functional for the transition amplitude

between asymptotic vacua. If we restrict the time integration in

(3.8) j (3.9) to the finite interval 0 £ ~C £. fa we shall get the

transition amplitude between the vacuum state at T« O and the

vacuum at T=* fi . Imposing on the field periodic or antiperiodic

boundary conditions 'B* .' 4>(.T, X )•» ± <$>(T+/1 , >f )according to the

bosonic or fermionic character of the field itself one can interpret

(3-9) as the partition function for an equilibrium system of particles

at the temperature /o

J
(3.10)

The M- tU derivative of (3.10) gives the CA -points Thermal Green

function whose connected part

(3.11)

- l l t -



is generated like in the foregoing by differentiating

(3.12)

In such a way the usual vacuum expectation value of quantum operators

at zero temperature is replaced by the statistical mechanics Gibbs
(*)

average . For instance the expression for the classical field

which is at zero temperature

(3.13)

reads at finite temperature

(3-14)

In terms of J^W) one can define the generating function for the one-

particle irreducible Green function

cases the functional integral is quadratic in the field variables

and it can be solved according to the rules for the gaussian

integration. When interaction terms are present in the action one

must resort to perturbation theory. It is customary to split the

field into the sum of a classical part To*) and a quantum

fluctuation X(x) ', *£ = *fc + X . Then we expand .ZfjJ in powers

of the fluctuation Xt around the classical configuration:

(3.1°)

The first order term in the expansion vanishes because of the

classical field equations £^" I = -J , and we stopped at the

quadratic term in % in order to deal with a gaussian functional

integral.Hence the effective action reads

(3.IS)

Physically it represents the effective action for the system immersed

in the classical background field % f*J . ZfjJ as well as ft'&j

Can be exactly evaluated only for free field theories because in these

{*) From this point up to the end of the section we shall deal with
finite temperature quantities like the effective action and the
effective potential. The corresponding zero temperature quantities
in ordinary quantum field theory can be simply reobtained by
performing the limit fi -*• <*> .

(3.17)

which is just the sura of the classical action plus quantum corrections.

In particular putting Tc^ a constant T

(3.18)

where the kinetic part of the action vanishes so that
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I* f
(3.19)

being the classical potential. Hence it is natural to define

the Effective Potential as

VI <f) * _ (spacet-ime volume)* Ft <t) (3.20)

such a quantity is the classical potential plus the quantum
10)

contributions coming from zero-point oscillations. The expansion

in (3«l8) stops at the second order in X. , this means that the

effective potential (3.20) contains the contributions from all one-

particle irreducible diagrams with one closed loop. In terms of

powers of & the classical action StiV) contributes to ViV)

with a fi term, the one loop term is proportional to * , two loops

diagrams would contribute with a term proportional to "h and so

on. Therefore the one-loop term provides the more sensitive correction

to the classical potential. As an application of such a formalism

we evaluate the Casimir vacuum energy we discussed in the introduction.

We start from the free electromagnetic Lagrangian density in the

Lorentz gauge

(3.21)

with F̂ ,, * *& Av - dj A.

needed to build the photon propagator,

gauge fixing terms

i O I is the corresponding

ghost term constructed by means of the Jfede'ev-Popov anti-cotnmuting

scalar fields ™ ,™ . Let us consider the system described by the

(3.21)enclosed in a three dimensional box with perfectly reflecting

walls and with edge lengths L, Li, Lj . The one loop quantum

electromagnetic fluctuations are obtained by expanding the electro-

magnetic action around a vanishing classical configuration of

A/** i ' > ' ' Tft:i-S *-8 a necessary condition for the anti-conunt-ting

"j , °| fields while for A*, it means that no external electric

or magnetic fields ar switched on. In such a way we get for the one-

loop effective action

rft - - A jd-xrfV A1K)J>^AVU) + jd"x (3.22)

where the inverse photon propagator reads

- - D 5tx-y) (3.23)

Now if we let l_ -SC Lij Lj , that is we approach the two parallel

conducting plates configuration the vacuum energy density reads

(3.24)

with k = «o + ( £ J * •<* • «1 , the l<i»r>vn/i. component

of the 4-momen'tum being that one perpendicular to the conducting

plates.

The first term in (3.24) takes into account the contribution

to the vacuum energy density from the photon field while the second

one comes from the ghosts. The related "5 -function (see appendix)

i s "- > . .4 c

(3.25)
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where Op, stands for the Riemann ^S-function. Being "§CCO" O

it is not necessary to introduce any arbitrary mass scale and to

impose renonnjilization conditions on it. So one obtains the one-

loop regularized.Casimir energy density

V , - j- = -TTV?20L* (3.26)

which is the well-known result. We notice that (3.26) represents the

vacuum energy density for a two-degrees of freedom field as a

result of introducing the ghosts to count only the two physically

meaningful degrees of freedom in the photon.

The shape of the effective potential reflects the symmetry

properties of the underlying field theory. Particularly interesting is

the case when the minimum of VI <f ) occurs at ¥ + O, then the symmetry

is said to be broken. Symmetry breaking can be realized either by

inserting, in the classical Lagrangian density one starts from, suitable

interaction terms (spontaneous symmetry breaking) or through

radiative corrections which shift the minimum of the classical

potential away from the origin (dynamical symmetry breaking).

Finite temperature quantum corrections can produce the reverse

effect and restore the broken symmetry A classical example of

this kind of effect can be found in the behaviour of a ferromagnet.

This physical system can be seen as a collection of spins described

by a rotationally invariant classical Lagrangian. But the corresponding

ground state does not exhibit this symmetry because it consists of all

spins aligned along a common direction. By heating the magnet above

some temperature the thermal fluctuations become so strong to cause

a random distributions in the spin directions restoring the physical

symmetry.

In quantum field theory the heating effect is accomplished

through the compactification of the time coordinate which means

dealing with a flat background geometry with topology Ĵ  X X

4. SPATIAL COMPACT!FICATIOS

As we have seen in the previous section a quantum field

theory in Euclidean spacetime with a compact time axis can be

interpreted as an equilibrium statistical mechanics. How it is

natural to wonder about the meaning of compaefcifying a spatial

dimension. Dealing with a finite closed space axis in a flat

spacetime does not allow a true thennodynamical interpretation of

the theory anyway it is consistent to expect quite similar

consequence s in the dynamical behaviour of the field. In the finite

temperature approach a dynamical effect is the dependence on the

temperature of the renormalized miss , Now we expect the physical

mass to depend on the length L_ of the compactified spatial axis

just as after the Wick rotation t-»-l£"the spacelike coordinates

become completely equivalent to the timelike one. In other words

the properties of the Green functions in 5 * R are expected to be

the same irrespective of the chosen axis for the compactification.

A related problem concerns the possibility of restoring a

spontaneously broken symmetry below some critical value for L •

This "critical length" can be obtained from the study of the

effective potential. As an example let us consider a scalar self-

interacting field <f* whose Lagrangian density is

A (4.1)

5 <W and o A are respectively the mass and the coupling constant

counterterms. The background metric is

(4.2)

with — °°
 < i L the two points
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'O i Xi " L are identified.

The one loop effective potential reads

+

(4.3)

where /**• is an arbitrary mass scale, ±2* is defined in the appendix,

and o C is a global counterterm needed to normalize the vacuum energy

in 5 -x R with respect to that one in flat spacetime with R

topology. No L- dependent infinities appear in (4.3) so that the

renormalization program can be carried out as in the usual case, i.e.

renormalization conditions are imposed after having performed the

limit L"* *» in (4.3). If we assume irm*< 0 in (4.1) the classical

potential exhibits a minimum away from the origin at ($ ) " — fiftn/X

It is customary to choose <"*•>'> - (- 6'>" /\ ) * as the renormalization

point for V/(fl*j LJ. Thus the renormalization conditions reads

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.4) and (4.5) fix the mass and coupling constant counterterms

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.7) has been obtained in the quite reasonable hypothesis —

Finally S C is determined by the condition that V( <t~O • L ) must

reproduce, in the limit /,-»«*» , the vacuum energy of the usual

flat spacetime) this gdves

(4.8)

Inserting (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) in (4.3) we find,for the one loop

renonnalized effective potential the following expression

(4.9)

In (4.9) we have separated the usual one loop effective potential

Vtf)
(4.10)

from the part induced by the non-trivial spacetime topology.

We are interested in the behaviour of \Z(V;L ) for small L

just in analogy with the small (-> expansion in finite temperature

field theory. So when [2~ (fmt+ -£¥ ̂  4T 1 we get
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where Y i s t n e Euler constant. From (4.1l) one finds that the

minimum of the effective potential is at "f = 0 > that is the

spontaneously broken symmetry has been restored by the radiative

corrections.

If we define the one-loop renormalized mass as

(4.12)

'-O

results formally coincide with the ones obtained in the framework

of finite temperature quantum field theory once L is identified

with fh m I , A further impressing analogy between these two

framework concerns the screening of the electromagnetic forces. It

is well known that in a hot plasma the Coulomb force of a charged

test particle suffers a screening effect due to the interaction with

the medium and this gives rise to a short-range electrostatic

potential. On a quantum level this effect corresponds to giving a

"temperature dependent mass" to the photon, the so-called plasmon
14)effect . In our context the hot plasma is represented by the

3 « R vacuum whose "optical" properties are described by the

photon vacuum polarization tensor TTJCLO. In order to avoid technical

complications related to the presence of the spinor I matrices

let us only consider the interaction between the photon and a charged

scalar field . TT reads to the lowest perturbative order:

(4.14)
fcti

we obtain from (4.11) (W* ~ f™* * k

Actually we took into account only the first three terms in (4.1l)

because they are the only physically meaningful ones for the

calculation of O^r. at the one loop level. Therefore the physical

mass turns out to be dependent on the topological spacetime

structure. Moreover we can define the critical value L c which

characterizes the transition between the symmetric and the asymmetric

phase as the value of |_ such that the renorraivlized mass vanishes:

L\-- \ (4.13)

The two terms in (4.14) correspond to the Feynman diagrams of

fig. (l).

One can develop the products in the integrand so as to express

WnV in terms of the quantities 3 ^ "S "S defined in the

appendix:

^(•W
<.s

(4.15)

where C(V1O= V- is the classical value of the field mass. These
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Isolating the <- dependent terms from the others '[,** can be

splitted into the sum:

In (4,l6) the first term contains the usual uLtraviolet divergence

and the second one is induced by the nan—simply connected spacetime

topology. The general form of 1 Lyl «jL)is fairly complicated and

difficult to be physically interpreted. But if we consider real

photons propagating transverse to X , which means l< = O fn-U^O

(Yy3[O,1, 0,0) then rT,(WjL) simplifies to

^ ̂  [j- {L£ -D

(4.17)

(4.18)

After plugging (4.17) into the expression for the one loop renormalized

inverse photon propagator:

(4.19)

and keeping in mind the particular kinematical cenf I filiation we are

considering, we see that the T-^u component of the photon Green

function has its mass pole shifted from zero to ! < = £ > • Such

"photon mass" acquires a particularly simple form in the limit i,/W *•*

(4.20)

which is just like the plasmon mass S /3/i . Hence electromagnetic

forces results to be "Debye screened" in the X« Xs plane when

mediated by photons linearly polarized along Xi .

5. BLACK-HOLE VACUUM

One of the most fascinating achievements of quantum field theory

in curved spacetime has been the Hawking's result according to which the

vacuum state of a quantized field in the classical background geometry
17)

of a black-hole is a thermal bath of quanta . When the collapse

producing the black—hole is taken into account the vacuum fluctuations

result amplified by the gravitational field on the surface of the

collapsing body and manifest themselves as an outgoing flux of

thermal radiation to infinity. The planckian spectrum of this

radiation is characterized, for instance in the Schwarzschild case,

by a temperature T ^ ( #[T M ) where M is the mass of the black-hole.

This result was obtained by relating through Bogolyubov transformation

the field operators before and after the collapse, i.e. by performing an

ideal scattering with target the collapsing body. It is worth while

to recall that outside the collapsing body the metric is static

because of the Birkhoff theorem so that the transition from initial

to final states is not described by a time evolution operator rather

by a Bogolyubov transformation between two inequivalent vector spaces

spanned by the in, out solutions of the field equation. In this

context one uses high frequences wave functions which feel the

collapsing body as perfectly transparent so that they scatter all

on the center, and the radius of the contracting sphere does not

play any role. Actually the only relevant radial length of the problem

will be that of the event horizon of the incipient black-hole. The

thermal nature of the vacuum is obtained in a quite independent way

from the details of the collapse and this allows the validity of the

result holds in the background of an eternal black-hole, i.e.

in the maximal analytical extension of the Schwarzschild metric. This

fact is intrinsically bound with the existence of an event horizon

independetly of its formation and is very general as it applies also

to metrics with cosmological horizons. It is a consequence of the
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global spacetime structure. Actually it can be ascribed to the

topological structure of the manifold. As we have already seen in

sect. 1 a metric in W+• 1 dimensions with an event horizon, when

continued to the euclidean section exhibits an S* -* R"1 topology

because the imaginary time coordinate becomes periodic leading

to a finite temperature description for the quantum matter fields'

It is straightforward from (2.8) that the finite length of the

compactified time is proportional to the radius of the event horizon

18)

H (5.1)

19)In order to make a concrete application ~"of this point of view we

shall evaluate the one-loop vacuum energy density for a massless

scalar field in the metric (2.4) taking profit by the conformal

invariance of such a model. The conformally invariant action S for

a free scalar massless field $ in an (V\ -dimensional curved

background with metric Q'/H* reads

-i *\ (5.2)

K being the Ricci scalar, Q the covariant d'Alambertian and

the metric is conformally flat

(S.3)

we can redefine the field variables through a local rescaling of

into T

(5.4)

and the action becomes

_ _ 1 jdmX (5 .5 )

where 0 is the ordinary d'Alembertian and S(^J acquires the same

form as in flat spacetimt. Let us concentrate on the bidimensional

Schwarzschild metric which can be written in a conformally flat

form as

- {A- * dx»2 (5.6)

After Wick rotation the Schwarzschild time t becomes an angular

variable as shown in (27) and (28) and the action is

(5.7)

exhibiting the finite integration interval imposed by the geometry

of the background. From the free action (5.7)j quadratic in the

fields, all the functional quantities introduced in sect. (3) can

be calculated exactly. In particular the effective potential, which

here coincides with the quantum vacuum energy, turns out to be

V - - ̂  « - (5.8)

This is the .'• form of the free energy density for a gas of scalar

particles at the temperature (^ « (8trM}~ in two dimensions in

equilibrium with the source which is represented here by the

static black hole. An equilibrium configuration implies that

there is no net exchange of energy and momentum between the black

hole and its environment. In the framework of quantum field theory

this is realized by imposing vacuum conditions for the quantum
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field on thepast and future event horizon, defining the so called

V -vacuum which implies no net flux accoss these surfaces. Then

an observer at infinity detects a non vanishing static energy

distribution described by (5.8).

The same calculation can be performed in the Rindler metric

described in sect. l). In this case one finds that a uniformly

accelerated observer along the line j" timsr. ^s surrounded by a

thermal bath of quanta with temperature /V = Q . These two

examples only refer to free field theories. In order to investigate

how interaction can modify the energy distribution in the vacuum

let us briefly consider the masslessjconformally coupled, A "T*

theory in the background geometry (2.l). We recall that the

conformal euclidean time ranges in the finite interval C - yg - f*}

^ = 2.fTJf+ . Then after rescaling the field $ according to
o n e S e t s f°r the generating function

j

where is the zero—temperature part
20)

The expression (5.9) can be interpreted as the partition function

for a gas of scalar self—interacting particles in thermodynamic

equilibrium at the temperature ft?1- C<Zn'K+). A straightforward

application of the formalism described in sect, (3) produce the one

loop renormalized effective potential \/(^) which in the high

temperature approximation reads

) (5.10)

(5.11)

and the renormalization point '« has been choosen different from

zero in order to avoid infrared divergences. One can easily check

that

n
(5.12)

A

satisfied only for 7 = 0 and

(5.13)

hence the theory admits only a symmetric minimum in the origin. The

vacuum energy corresponding to this configuration is

(5.14)

As one expects (5.14) has the correct form of the free-energy of a

gas at the temperature /S in the flat four-dimensional spacetime.

Actually the self-interaction effects appears only at the two
13)

loops level. In this approximation (5.14) becomes

(5.15)

Finally we recall that according to (5.13) and to the renormalizatioo
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condition (4.12) the field has gained from the global spacetijne

structure a topological or temperature-dependent mass

(5.16)

A being the cosmological constant.

6. TWISTED-FIELDS

A peculiar feature of the S * R topology has been recently
21)

pointed out by Isham : such a spacetime manifold can support new

kind of field configurations. For any detail we shall refer to

the original paper, here we shall only sketch a simple way to see hov

these new type of fields come out.

Let 4*00 be a real scalar field defined on an interval

I of the real axis, it associates a real number to any point of I as

in fig. 2 • It is nothing but a real valued function which can be

represented by a set of points in the "strip" X * *̂  .

Now suppose we identify the two extremes of I ; H*!*)becomes

a function from the "circle" S"1 to the "cylinder" S,4 X R

(fig. 3)• In the topologycal language one says V to be a cross

section of a vector bundle whose base is S and with the real

line as fiber. However one can also proceed in a different way,

that is to identify the opposite sides of the strip X-* R after

having twisted it. In such a way we get a new field configuration,

the so-called "twisted field", which is a function taking its

value on a Mflbius strip rather than on a cylinder. The number of

twisted field configuration is entirely dictated by the spacetime

topology, in the Minkowsky geometry with S x R* topology, i.e.

with one spatial dimension compactified, scalar and spinor fields

can exist both in the twisted and untwisted configuration.

As far as spinors are concerned the operation of twisting

the strip can be seen in a more usual way as a rotation of the tetrad

where the spinor itself is defined. For example in flat spacetime

A

with is x

6 5

s x R topology one customarily erects a tetrad of the kind

such that in this local frame the spin-connection is

automatically zero and the field undergoes periodic boundary-conditions

in S* . Alternatively it is possible to build a different
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tetrad which is rotated around the closed axis **" by an angle

2JT •** /L • Now the spin connection results to be different

from zero but it can be made to vanish by a suitable redefinition

of the field itself. This redefined quantity, the twisted spinor

ty , exhibits an anti-periodic character along PC . Comparison

with finite temperature field theories, where only periodic scalars

and anti-periodic spinors are deal with, shows that the new field

configurations are respectively the twisted scalar and the untwisted

spinor,

" Twisted and untwisted field-configurations provide different

contributions to physical quantities like the effective potential.

Let us briefly present the evaluation of the effective potential

for a twisted spinor T interacting with an untwisted scalar *P

through a Yukawa-type coupling13)

(6.1)

Again one expands i, CT/^Jaround a constant classical field

configuration <̂> of the scalar field <fr and keeps only quadratic

terms in the fields.

By taking into account the anti-periodic boundary conditions

satisfied by y we gets for the one loop quantum corrections

( 6' 2 )

> L V (6.3)

I begin an integral of the form I * J

and

(^j^ I*** H* ]

'"Cf 2L)- Vtnl4i (6.4)

where \/ f*̂  I is the topologically induced one-loop part

of (4.9) with Ow *f+ substituted by /VM + ̂ .4> . In this way

one obtains in the limit L N<^ A ;

'•5)

In the following table we list the main term, in the limit

of the vacuum energy for several field configurations:

with H - <VM • % 4> and 1< X» Wo2 »• *i *• *Z

Instead of performing all the calculations we can get the

explicit renormalized form of the one-loop effective potential

by exploiting the following identities between twisted and untwisted

quantities;
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FIELD

NEUTRAL

SCALAR

CHARGED

SCALAR

MASSLESS

VECTOR

HASSIVE

VECTOR

MASSIVE

SPINOR

MASSLESS

SPINOR

CONFIGURATION

untwisted

twisted

untwisted

twisted

untwisted

untwisted

untwisted

twisted

untwisted

twisted

VACUUM ENERGY IN S*x

in'/WOL'

in* I us £

n» lust*

APPENDIX

In this appendix we shall give a short account for the
-€ 13)
J-function regularisation method .

In the Minkowsky background with XC topology the one loop

effective potential is expressed in the phase space as an integral

over the continuous components of the 4-siomentum. This divergent

quantity is then regularized by means of one of several well

known techniques and finally infinities are reabsorbed in the

redefinition of physical quantities. If conversely the spacetime

has S K R topology the integration over the 4-momentitm component

conjugate to the closed axis must be replaced by a series. In this

case it is natural to carry out the regularization by means of the

generalized 'S-function

v-S
(A.I)

with nr» integer and S complex. "S(s) is an analytic function in

the complex S -plane except for simple poles at S « Vj— M

Around these poles r?CSjOL.) admits the Laurent expansion

(A. 2)

Particularly useful are the following formulae

(A.3)

(A.4)

z (A.5)
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Si, U.6) (A.11)

(A.7) The series in (A.ll) becomes in terms the 5 -function

(A.12)

The one loop effective potential v 1 reads

(A.9)

In order to reduce this functional integral to a generalized

gaussian integral we need the knowledge of the eigenvalues Am

_ in of the operator j-. _ . . Thenone can

and define theexpand 4* in terms of <P/» '. *r "* '%»,&

measure Cd"*?] in functional space as t d ^ ] - (2n"J" FF y*tdCl«

where y*t is an arbitrary constant having the dimensions of the *

field. Nov the functional integral in (A.9) becomes a generalized

gaussian integral over CJ/»

im e (A.10)

Where the normalization condition

has been taken into account. (A.10) can be exactly evaluated, the

result is

The typical form of 5 in our problem is

(A.12)

In the evaluation of the photon vacuum polarization tensor we used:

£V

f

(A.13)

{A. 14).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 : One loop contributions to TTn/0* ) in scalar QEH. The wavy- •"*•*•*

line represents the photon, the dotted line represents / *

the scalar particle. PA V P

Fig. 2 : 4''lf)is a map between the interval I and the real axis. ~P+ K \ '

The graph of <p is a set of points in the strip I x R. f* \ V *

Fig. 3 : The opposite side of the strip I x R can be identified \j\j\k i \f\s* \S V-/ V/\y ^

to obtain the cylinder S x R. (untwisted case). Otherwise « N'»._^^'^ k k •>

one! can identify the sides of the strip after having r

twisted it, in such a way a Kobius strip is obtained

(twisted case). Fl&- A
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